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corporate earnIngS to remaIn robuSt: Our economic 

analysis suggests that the global economic picture remains strong, 

with most regions likely to exhibit reasonable growth into 2018. 

This should provide corporate earnings with the base they need to 

continue to grow, which should continue to drive equity market 

performance. However, we have to be conscious of the fact that 

global growth is no longer so heavily influenced by decisions made 

on government desks in Tokyo, Brussels or even Washington. 

Policies emanating from Beijing are an increasingly important 

determinant of global growth, with China being a very large and 

ever more significant contributor. This year, the Chinese authorities’ 

abilities to navigate the narrow path between tempering the 

excessive levels of debt and maintaining acceptable growth will be 

tested. Valuation Support Less Compelling Going Forward: Market 

valuations have been supported by the quantitative easing programs 

we have seen over the past decade. 2018 marks a turning point in 

these trends. The U.S. Fed has announced that it will engage reverse 

gear, and start a program of quantitative tightening. The European 

Central Bank will reduce its asset purchases, and the Bank of 

England has made all of its post-Brexit purchases. Only the Bank of 

Japan is left as a big buyer, which leaves the markets vulnerable to a 

correction in valuations.

InFl atIon preSSureS emergIng: Labor markets around 

the world are tight. In the U.S. and the U.K., unemployment rates 

are around 4%, in Japan they are below 3% and even in Europe 

unemployment rates are fast approaching the lows seen in the 

last cycle1. At some point, we would expect competition for 

talent in the workforce to intensify, and employers to be forced 

to raise wages. At the same time, oil prices are 15% higher than 

they were this time last year – this has already begun to feed into 

gasoline prices, and will also feed into broader energy prices too1. 

While central banks are tightening monetary policy, it may not be 

enough to quell this upward pressure on inflation.

MUlTi ASSeT

1. Source: Bloomberg. As of December 31, 2017. 

Earnings Growth Drives MSCI World Performance in 2017

SOURCE: MSCI, IBES, FactSet, Barings. As of November 30, 2017. 
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Oil Price Has Steadily Risen, Driving U.S. Gasoline Prices Up
(U.S. dollars)

SOURCE: Bloomberg. As of December 31, 2017. 
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HIGHLIGHTS

OUTLOOK
•	 The economic picture remains good and corporate earnings are likely to continue to grow.

•	 Against a background of less compelling valuations, we remain engaged with those equity markets and risk assets that are supported 

by earnings growth, but continue to be very selective.

•	 In our view, G7 government bonds face multiple headwinds and do not feature in our portfolios.

•	 We favor gold and other precious metals as diversifiers.
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iMPORTANT iNFORMATiON
The document is for informational purposes only and is not an offer or 
solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument or service.  The 
material herein was prepared without any consideration of the investment 
objectives, financial situation or particular needs of anyone who may receive 
it. This document is not, and must not be treated as, investment advice, 
investment recommendations, or investment research.

in making an investment decision, prospective investors must rely on their own 
examination of the merits and risks involved and before making any investment 
decision, it is recommended that prospective investors seek independent 
investment, legal, tax, accounting or other professional advice as appropriate. 

Unless otherwise mentioned, the views contained in this document are those 
of barings. These views are made in good faith in relation to the facts known 
at the time of preparation and are subject to change without notice.  Parts of 
this document may be based on information received from sources we believe 
to be reliable. Although every effort is taken to ensure that the information 
contained in this document is accurate, barings makes no representation 
or warranty, express or implied, regarding the accuracy, completeness or 
adequacy of the information. 

Any forecasts in this document are based upon barings opinion of the market 
at the date of preparation and are subject to change without notice, dependent 
upon many factors. Any prediction, projection or forecast is not necessarily 
indicative of the future or likely performance. Any investment results, portfolio 
compositions and/or examples set forth in this document are provided for 
illustrative purposes only and are not indicative of any future investment results, 
future portfolio composition or investments.  The composition, size of, and risks 
associated with an investment may differ substantially from any examples set 
forth in this document.  No representation is made that an investment will be 
profitable or will not incur losses. Where appropriate, changes in the currency 
exchange rates may affect the value of investments. 

investment involves risks. Past performance is not a guide to future 
performance. investors should not only base on this document alone to make 
investment decision.  

This document is issued by baring Asset Management (Asia) limited.  it has not 
been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong.

Barings is a US$304+ billion* global financial services firm dedicated to meeting the evolving investment and capital needs of our clients. We build lasting 
partnerships that leverage our distinctive expertise across traditional and alternative asset classes to deliver innovative solutions and exceptional service. 

A subsidiary of MassMutual, Barings maintains a strong global presence with over 650 investment professionals and offices in 16 countries.




